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FROM THE CHAIR
By Mark Morton

With our Spring meeting now only a week away,
I am pleased to report that the snow is finally gone in

Delaware and signs of spring lurk everywhere. I am
looking forward to the trip to D.C. next week for what I

trust will be a warmer (and quite productive) weekend.
I hope you will be joining us at the Washington Hilton
for the meeting, which starts on Thursday, April 4th and
concludes on Saturday, April 6th.

Our weekend kicks off with the first of our two
sponsored programs at 2:30 p.m. on Thursday, April
4th. The panelists for the program, entitled "What
Deal Lawyers Need to Know About M&A Litigation,"
include Chief Justice Myron Steele, Michael Pittenger,
Jennifer DiNucci, Jim Smith and Bill Savitt. The panel
plans to discuss, among other topics, why litigation
challenging M&A transactions has become so prevalent,
where plaintiffs are filing the litigation, how such cases

are ultimately resolved, the evolving rules for document
preservation, the impact of e-discovery, the relative
protections of the attorney-client privilege, and how the
foregoing affect the deal making process.

As in prior years, our subcommittee and task
force meetings will start on Friday and continue through
Saturday morning, followed by our full Committee
meeting Saturday afternoon. Since we are not meeting
in New Orleans or Las Vegas, no one has a reason not
to get up early on Saturday and attend our second
program, entitled "Recent lssues in M&A-related NDAs

- Concerns for Everyone's Deals." The program starts at
8:00 a.m. (and it ends before any of our meetings start)
and the panel includes two members of our Committee,
Michael O'Bryan and Brad Davey, as well as lgor Kirman
(Wachtell), Christine Sautter (Law Professor at LSU) and
Kevin Constantino (Greenhill). ln addition to discussing
the recent "Don't Ask/Don't Waive" cases from Delaware,
the panel will discuss other practical and legal issues that
counsel should consider when negotiating an NDA.
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important as the ideas themselves, and many would
argue more important.

Facing a challenge by an activist investor, a

company should not hesitate to pull out all of the
communication stops ¡n its campaign to regain the trust
and confidence of its investor base. This typically means
a well-crafted and fully-integrated communicatíons
program that recognizes the need to reach all of the
relevant decision makers for the company's investors
(including both portfolio management and corporate
governance personnel at institutional investors and
ISS and Glass Lewis) and takes advantage of multiple
communication channels to the extent feasible and
appropriate.

Also importantly, a target company needs to
communicate effectÍvely with its other stakeholders:
its employees, customers, suppliers, regulators and
communities where the company has facilities, in the US

and abroad. An activist investor campaign, particularly
one culminating in a proxy contest, can be very
destabilizing for every company constituency. Focusing
solely on the activist and other investors can be akin
to winning the battle but losing the war. lf, as almost
always, performance is the name of the ultimate game,
the target needs to muster the understanding and active
support of all of its other stakeholders, who, unlike
¡nvestors, are the ultimate drivers of performance.

The target's communications arsenal should
include not only SEC filings and traditional investor
"decks," but also different (although carefully
coordinated) presentations to other key constituencies,
in-person meetings with senior managers and town
hall meetings for larger employee groups, telephonic
and email outreach, the use of social media, and polling
techniques and audience segmentation where targeted
audiences are particularly large or diverse.

Being a target of an activist investor requires
a company to run the same gauntlet as a hostile bid,
particularly if the activist investor threatens or launches
a proxycontest. lt is a crisis situation and requires a crisis
response team, including experienced legal counsel,
investment ba n kers, proxy solicitors, and commu nications
specialists to assist management in counteringthe activist.
The challenge for management and its crisis team, then,
is to craft the most compelling substantive rebuttal to
the activist's challenge and to communicate that rebuttal
effectively to all of the company's constituencies.

The Who, Why, What, How, and When
of Price Adjustments

By: loseph J. DeVito and Miriam Burklond'

Purchase price adjustments are becoming
commonplace, standardized, and some would say
boilerplate, provisions in stock and asset deals alike.
However, like the sport of baseball which may seem
simple and void of complexities to some observers but
is in fact quite complex, price adjustment mechanisms
can be rather complex, may require intricate drafting
and may play a strategic role in deal negotiation. The
deal attorney, with the assistance of other players such
as investment bankers, CPAs, and sophisticated financial
executives, must therefore carefully scrutinize what may
otherwise be thought of as mundane model financial
provisions in their application.

Who?

Who exactly is the subject of the adjustments?
At first blush, the answer seems simple: depending on
the deal's structure it is either the Seller or the targeted
business (the 'Acquired Business"). Model clauses found
in the ABA form agreements provide basic platforms
from which the more complex provisions may be drafted.
For example, the ABA model forms provide the following
basic mechanisms for adjustments, and answer the
question "Who?" with "the Acquired Companies" and
"Seller."

The Adjustment Amount (which may be a

positive or negative number) will be equal
to (a) the consolidated stockholders' equity
of the Acquired Companies as of the Closing
Date determined in accordance with GAAB
minus (b) S__________. (ABA Model Stock
Purchase Agreement)

The 'Adjustment Amount" (which may be a

positive or negative number) will be equal

1 Joseph j. DeVito and Miriam Burkland are members of Howard
& Howard Attorneys PLLC in Royal Oak, Ml. The views expressed
are solely those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the
views of the firm or its clients.
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to the amount determined by subtracting
the Closing Working Capital from the lnitial
Working Capital.

and

"Working Capital" as of a g¡ven date shall
mean the amount calculated by subtracting
the current liabilities of Seller... as of that
date from the current assets of Seller... as

of that date. ... (ABA Model Asset Purchase
Agreement)

But the answer to the question "Who?" is less

obvious in the case of a corporate carve-out of multiple
unincorporated divisions and one or more incorporated
subsidiaries. Further, some adjustments may relate to
discrete assets of the Acquired Business (or, to make
matters more complex, discrete assets of a division,
incorporated subsidiary or unincorporated division),
such as inventory, equipment or only a portion of one
of the foregoing. ln any of these cases, the adjustment
formula becomes more complicated and requires more
intricate drafting.

Take, for example, a transaction where the
'lcquired Business" was in fact a wholly-owned
operating subsidiary which, prior to sale, required a

carve-out of an unincorporated operating division. ln

addition, this Acquired Business included one partially-
owned and multiple further wholly-owned subsidiaries.
To complicate the example further, IOO% of the
adjustment attributable to the working capital of the
partially-owned subsidiary was to be allocated to onlythe
Acquired Business's proceeds, and the proceeds received
by the partially-owned subsidiary's other shareholder
were fixed and therefore not subject to the adjustment
mechanism. lt is easy to see from this example that the
answer to the question "Who?" is not always obvious.
The answer in the above example is quite complex and
requires a team effort from the financial advisors, the
client, and deal counsel alike.

whv?

Occasionally, a client will ask, "Why do we need
an adjustment mechanism in the first instance? The price
is the price and we are over-complicating this deal." The
short answer is the client may be right. Financial advisors
and even deal counsel have become so accustomed to

utilizing a price adjustment mechanism that they may
automatically assume it is either necessary or desirable
forthis client and this deal. ln fact, ¡n a corporate carve-
out of an unincorporated division, ¡t may be satisfactory
that working capital be simply excluded from the
assets and liabilities being purchased and assumed,
respectívely. However, even in the foregoing situation,
counsel should inquire as to the client's expectations
in terms of the methodology and timing for fixing the
price of the Acquired Business, and whether, as a result,
it is necessary or desirable to include an adjustment
mechanism to guard against the loss of the anticipated
enterprise or net equity value of the Acquired Business.
It then becomes incumbent on deal counsel to negotiate
and draft an appropriate adjustment mechanism to
protect against the loss of the client's expected net price
for the transaction.

Nevertheless, it is more often the case than
not that there is an answer to the questíon "Why?"
and, in turn, a business justification for utilizing a net
working capital or other adjustment. From the Buyer's
perspective, it may be as simple as, "The target net
working capital should be equal to historic average to
allow the Acquired Business to continue operations post-
closing substantially similar to operations pre-closing."
To attain this, the Buyer may desire to apply a trailing
twelve month ("TTM") average net working capital to
establish the closing net working capital, and then adjust
upward or downward. The Seller may find this approach
to be too simplistic because, for example, the Seller may
have maintained inventory in excess of what is required
to operate the Acquired Business for any number of
reasons. The Seller may be able to articulate and justify a

lower target net working capital to serve as the basis for
the adjustment by excluding from the TTM calculation
certain of the excess inventory and then demonstrating
through a financial model that the Acquired Business
can attain the EBITDA results presented in the financial
statements and utilized to reach the enterprise valuation
at the lower than historic average net working capital
level.

lf the Buyer can become comfortable that
the target net working capital proposed by the Seller
is sufficient for the Acquired Business's post-closing
operations to turn into cash and generate additional
financial net working capital current assets, the Buyer
may agree to a mechanism with less than a TTM average,
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and the Seller will be able to monetize the historic
inventory asset contained in the Acquired Business. A
business that may merit this treatment would possess

stock or trade show finished inventory which is saleable
and not necessary for normal operations.

One way to look at it from the Seller's perspective
(and perhaps to use to convince the Buyer that it is

neither overpaying nor creating a windfall for the Seller)
is to analogize to buying a car. Assume that a car dealer
has historically given the customer a full tank of gas to
drive a new car off the lot, but a full tank is not always
necessary in order to reach the next gas station. lf the
Seller is to convince the Buyer that there is historically
excess working capital in the Acquired Business that
should be the subject of an upward adjustment, the
Seller must persuade the Buyer that there is enough
"fuel" (i.e. net working capital) in the tank to achieve
historic EBITDA without infusing additional "fuel" into
the Acquired Business before the raw, WlP, and finished
goods inventory turn into accounts receivable or cash.

What?

Once it is understood that a price adjustment
mechanism is to be included, deal counsel works closely
with the client a nd its financial advisors to precisely define
its components and methodology. A good place to start
is to ask "What?" is the most appropriate measurement
characteristic. Typical first responses are likely to be one
or more of: "net working capital," "net debt," or "net
asset value" of the Acquired Business or its assets. While
the client might assume that its answer fully satisfies its
expectations, deal counsel must confirm thatthe contract
terminology and related definitions support the client's
objectives. Doing so requires driving the client and
advisors to a detailed definition and mechanism that will
achieve the desired adjustment in term of protectíng the
Buyer or the Seller, respectively, from unanticipated loss

in net equity value of the Acquired Business, which could
result from inclusion of an inappropriate adjustment
mechanism in the acquisition agreement.

To preserve consistency with the Acquired
Business' financial statements, the adjustment should
be based on the accounting methodology it historically
used, applied in a manner consistent w¡th past practices.
Circumstances may permit the parties to use generic
GAAP definitions; however, one or more exceptions to
GAAP may be applicable and may need to be specified.

A new defined term in the acquisition agreement, such
as "GAAP Deviations" or "GAAP Exceptions," with the
specific exceptions scheduled, would then be advisable.
An example of a definitional qualification is as follows:

It should be noted that as part of an

audit materiality is considered in the
overall scope for purposes of expressing
an opinion. Attached is the schedule of
passed adjustments and omitted disclosures
(deviation from GAAP) for the audit
period ended December 31-, 20xx. These
adjustments and disclosures were not
considered material and were not recorded
in the financials for the period then ended.
The overall effect would be an increase to net
income of Sxx for the year ended December
3L,2}xx which represented less than xx% of
continuing income before taxes.

Certain entities which were included in
the audit report of xx and Subsidiaries for
the year ended December 31, 20xx were
not material to the overall financials upon
which an opinion was expressed. Audit
procedures were not performed to ensure
compliance with GAAP for these entities
due to immateriality. These entities include
xx (China), xx (Hong Kong, and xx (lndia)
(excluded from sell structure).

An unsophisticated client may struggle to
describe the exceptions to GAAP that are relevant to
its financial statements. lt may be helpful to present
a list of possibilities for the Seller's executives to
evaluate. For the balance sheet and related footnote
disclosures, exceptions to GAAP commonly include
opening balance sheet accounting, purchase accounting,
deferred taxes, valuation of fixed assets and utilization
of proper GAAP depreciation methods, annual review
and testing for impairment, liabilities and equity,
liabllity presentation, and equity presentation. For the
income statement and related footnote disclosures,
exceptions to GAAP commonly include revenue
recognition accounting, accounting for income taxes,
dividends received from foreign subs, foreign currency
translation and related adjustments, consolidation of
all subsidiaries, FlN46R considerations, accounting for
related party and intercompany transactions, income
statement classification, accounting for leases/expense,
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and accounting for discontínued operations. Once the
client can express the GAAP exceptions that apply to its
financial statements, the exceptions can be taken into
account when drafting the mechanism and definitions.

Deal counsel would be well-served to be familiar
with and take into consideration any unique accounting
issues that may be present in the Acquired Business's

industry. A prime example of an accounting practice

that may be unique is the application of Percentage of
Completion Accounting revenue recognition rules. This
practice allows the Seller to move items out of inventory
to a higher valued account receivable category. lf the
client is not versed in these practices, it will be critical
for deal counsel and financial professionals to educate
the client to avoid surprises that may arise when they are
applied to the net working capital calculatíon presented

by the Seller before, at, or after the closing.

The final objective for the process of working
with the client and its financial advisors is to achieve
a common understanding and a reliable formula with
all relevant metrics to calculate the price adjustment
at each relevant measurement date. During the due
diligence examination of the Seller's accounting policies

and procedures, one should be able to verify the
ãppropriateness of the formula to be utilized. Avoid
ambiguity in application of the formula by incorporating
an exhibitwith modelcalculations based, ideally, on recent
financialstatements of the Acquired Business (preferably
those that have been thoroughly reviewed and are the
subject of the Seller's financial representations and
warranties). At all costs, minimize post-closing surprises
with precise pre-closing analysis and drafting.

How and When?

The two questions "How?" and "When?" should
be addressed in concert. The issues are: Does the Buyer
or the Seller calculate net working capital and at what
measurement dates (e.g. pre-closing, closing, post-

closing, and how many days post-closing)? ln answering
these questions, both parties are motivated by the desire
to not "leave money on the table" at closing. There also

is significant value for both parties if the preliminary, pre-

closing price calculation is as close as possible to the final
adjusted price. lf that occurs, the deal's financial metrics
are more accurately revealed before closing, minimizing
post-closing costs, surprises, and perhaps disputes.

Another advantage to an accurate preliminary,
pre-closing calculation (and subsequently a minimal
post-closing adjustment) is it protects the indemnity
security for the Buyer by avoiding cannibalization of the
general escrow fund by paying the adjustment amount,
and therefore ensures that escrow funds are available
to pay future indemnification claims. Another optíon is

to ask the Seller to fund an escrow from sale proceeds

solely dedicated to the purchase price adjustment.
The Buyer also should insist that payment of a positive
price adjustment is a Seller covenant, not subject to
indemnification baskets or other limitations.

Logically, since the Seller is in possession of all
historicalfinancial information and experience in applying
the a ccou nting principles specifi c to th e Acqu ired Business
pr¡or to closing, it often is responsible to prepare the
prelimina ry net working capital calculation. Traditionally,
the Buyer and its auditors take the lead in preparing
the post-closing calculations. ln reality, however, both
are subject to negotíation. The Buyer's agreement that
the Seller prepare the preliminary adjustment may be
predicated on the pre-closing process giving the Buyer
confidence in the veracity and competence of the Seller's
financial statements and financial professionals and
executives. lt is not advisable to rely too heavily on a

post-closing adjustment to address irregularities in the
financial reporting and accounting principles of the Seller.
Further, financial errors that come to light during the pre-
closing process may portend operational problems that
may not otherwise be readily discovered. Therefore, if
the Acquired Business, or its financials or advisors, have
proven unreliable throughout that process, deal counsel
should trust its instincts and advise strongly that the
Buyer, at a minimum, have an opportunity to preview
and object to any unsubstantiated or out-of-formula
proposed preliminary pre-closing calculation, and
perhaps a right to conduct an extended review or audit.
A cost-benefit analysis may lead the Buyer to decide
whether to require, and in fact to exercise, that right.

Conclusion

Continuing the baseball analogy to conclude,
before the transaction team rounds third and slides into
home plate, deal counsel should require the team to
carefully exam the questions outlined above in drafting
and implementing price adjustment mechanisms.
Further, in concert with financ¡al advisors, deal counsel
should craft an adjustment provision for the acquisition
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agreement with precise language to fully meet its client's
expectations as they relate to protecting enterprise and
net equity value. There certainly can be absurd results
from application of an adjustment provision mismatched
tothe actual accounting policies and principles historically
applied by the Seller in creating the financial statements
that served as the basis for the initial purchase price
calculation. Finally, deal counsel should temper the
client's expectations as price adjustment mechanisms are
not intended to hit a home run (i.e. a windfall by upward
adjustment), but rather keep the runners on base.

TASK FORCE REPORTS

Joint Task Force on Governance lssues ¡n

Business Combinations

We announced at our Laguna meeting that
our Handbook now has authors assigned for all 23
chapters! We also celebrated the fact that we have
our first drafts of several chapters (Chapters 2, 9,
10, lL, 12, 13, and L6). At our meeting we discussed
Chapter 12 (Shopping/Auction Process), led by Richard
De Rose, and Chapter 16 (Section 203), led by Stephen
Bigler. We also talked about several chapter outlines,
including Chapter 6 (Unsolicited Approaches and
Pressure to Sell - Deciding to Explore a Sale), led by
Tatjana Paterno and Ryan Thomas, Chapter 22 (3uyer
lssuers), led by Rama Padmanabhan and Brandee
Fernandez, and Chapter 19 (Special lssues in Two
Step Transactions), drafted by Matt Farber. We had
a lengthy discussion of various buyer issues, including
issues relating to NDAs, the decision to go hostile,
diligence issues, issues where the buyer is purchasing
a company owned by a controlling stockholder,
conflicts arising from discussions with management
prior to closing, and issues where the buyer must seek
stockholder approval.

We meet in Washington D.C. at the Spring
Meeting of the Business Law Section on Friday,
April 5 from 1:00 - 2:3O p.m. in the Jay Room on
the Lobby Level. We will be discussing Chapter
2 (Fiduciary Duties of Directors Generally in a

Business Combination) by John Houston and Jamie
Snelson, Chapter 13 (Negotiation of Deal Protection
Provisions) by Tom Mullen, and Chapter 4, Section
G (Due Diligence lssues) by Mike Halloran and Brian
Buck. We will circulate drafts of these chapters and
any additional drafts to our members prior to the
meeting and plan to have copies on hand for those
attending in person. We value the participation of
M&A Committee members in discussing the real
world issues raised by our draft chapters and look
forward to an insightful discussion of current issues
as always. There is still plenty of opportunity to join
a drafting team and to provide editing and research

Two impoÉant guides for mergerc
and acquisitions pract¡oners...

Model Merger Agreement for the

An invaluable resource to
practitioners and students
of the craft of structuring,
documenting and negotiating
public company transactions.

Model Stock Purchase Agreement

The agreement is designed
as a buyer's reasonable fìrst
draft, and each provision of
the agreement is immediately
followed by commentary from
leadìng expeds in the field.

Order today!
www.ShopABA.org or call
the ABA Service Center at
1.800.28s.2221.
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